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- . SUMMARY

theoretical ralue8 of the [a.teral@zb&ity
at supersonic speed~ is presented in L%

“ form of design charts. ~-e wing p~an form; for which this
cornp”lution hus been prepared include a rectangular, two
trapezoidal, two triangular, a fully-tapered moept-back, a swept-
back hexagonal, an unswept hexqmnal, and a -notched triangular
plan form. A full set of results, that is, rabues for all mine of
the lateral-stability dericatiiws for wings, uxw arailabte for the
first mk of these plan forms on[y. me reason8 for the incom-
pkteness of the m-suits a.railab[e for other plan forms are
disowwed.

The cabues of& derimtire~ presented were obtained dtiectly
from tabulated rewdt.s in the reports referenced or were calculated
from expressions presented in. these reports. The exprwions
for the deridww were derii~ed using linearized theory for
compressible flow. The calues pre+wnted, however, do not
repr~ent exact linear-theory solutions in ereqj case due to the
fact that appro~-mations and simpbi$caii..ns were sometimes
neceNaIy in the derht?%n of th+?expressions or in the cak%ub-
t-ions of the numerical resul~s. I!Tiee~ects of these approxima-
tions and simpli&ations on the aceuraey and applicability of
the resuiks are considered.

INTRODUCTION

The calculation of the lateral-st~bility derivatke coefh-
cients (hereinafter referred to as the M eral-stability deriv-
ati-res) for thin wings at supersonic speeds has been ac-
complished for a nmnber of pkm forms and the results are
reported in references 1 through 18. These resuhs axe neces-
sarily incomplete in tie-ivof the fact that.there is an unlimited
number of plan forms that could be investigated. There
appears to be a sticient quantity of results available, hovr-
erer, to w-arrant the prepaktion of a summary. In fact,
some summaries, such as references 10 and 17, are already
wva.ilablebut the results presented in these reports are re-
stricted to a fairly small number of plan forms or to a snd
number of derivatives. It is the purpose of this report,
therefore, to iwemble and presenk a more extensive set of
numerical results than was heretofore available. These
results w-illbe limited to the thin-airfoiJ inviacid-flow solu-
tions obtained from appIicdion of the linearized theory of
compresdle flow. They wiH be presented in the form of
design charts showing the variations of the deri-ratives1with
Mach number, aspect ratio, and other plan-form parameters.
The deri-ratiws ha~e been evaluated in a manner that per-

mits their direct appkat,ion in an amalysisusing the stabiIi@ ..-
a~es system.

A discussion of the limitations in the applicability and
addability of t-he lateral-stability derivative results is ___
included. Some of the Iirnitatione me inherent in t-he line-
arized theory itself, but most of the limitations are due to
the approtiatione emd simplifications sometimes found
necessary in the application of the theory.

The phm forms for which the results are presented are “‘-
ihstrated in figure 1. hcluded are a rectqydar, two -

A

v ‘“ IA -
.

1AIthongh the scele Isbels show thatsome OCthe stabIIify derivatlres presented in tie
_m~vi@dw_tiaWkm_Matickw_,~ to the mriation of
W qootfent with Otlu?rmrfabkswill be 6i@yrefemd 10m the vui-frdionof the derivative.
TM usage k consistent wfth the termMlogg used In pwrious X-MA reports.
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triangular, two trapezoidal, a fully-tap&ed swept-back, a
swept-back hexagonal, an unswept hexagonrd, and a notched
triangular plan form. This group may not cover all the
plan forms for which at least partially c.ompletaresults are
available. It is, however, a fairly representative group. In
table I the sources of the results for the lateral-stability
derivatives of the pkm forms surveyed are listed.

SYMBOLSAND COEFFICIENTS ,

aspect ratio
span of wing measured normal to plane of symmetry

,IzK7
chord of wing root
center of gravity

L

()
rolling-mommt coefficient —@b

N

()
yawing-moment coefficient —@b

()
side-force coefficient ~

‘s [UP&Mdamping-in-roll derivative

rolling-momentdue-to-yawing derivative
[G%]

bci
()rolli.ng-moment-due-to-sideslip derivative —

[::bflW]
yawing-moment-due-to-rolling derivative ‘

[a;~,d
aC*

yawing-momentdue-to-yawing derivative

()
yawing-momentdue- to-sideslip derivative —L319’

side-forw-due-t o-rolling derivative
[J$J;

side-force-due-to-yawing derivative
[a%k]
ac.

()side-forca-due:to-sideslip derivative —ap
over-all longitudinal length of swept-back wing

(See fig. 1,)
longitudinal location of center of gravity aft of the

leading edge of the root chord
rolling moment (~%efig. 2(b). ) ,
slope of right w@_t,ip or leading edge relative to

plane of symmetry (Tositive for raked-out tip,
negative for raked-in tip.)

free-stream ~lach number
yawing moment (See fig. 2(b).)
rate of roll, radians per second
free-stream dynamic pressure
rate of yaw, racliansper second
area of wing
free-stream Yeloc.ity
longitudinal coordinate
arbhiy longitudinal location of the center of gravity

with respect to the location specified in this reportt
(Positive for locations forw%rdof those specified.)

lateral coordinate

Y side force (see fig. 2 (b).)
z vertical coorclinate

angle of atttick, radians
; angle of sideslip (positive when sideslipping to righl)i

degrees
A taper ratio

AXES

At least three systems of axes are associatd with the
development and applicatioxlof stability derivatives, For in-
stance, the theoretical expressionsfor the stability derivatives
are most edy derived using a set of threo orthogonal axes,
Imown as the wind axes, that are oriented as shown in figure
2 (a). The origin of these axes is at the hxding edge of lho
root chord. The x axis is an extension of the free-etrmm
vector through the origin and is positive rearward. . The
y axis lies in the plane of the wing perpendicular to the x axis
and is positive toward the right tip. The z rmis stands
perpendicular to the z and y axes and is positive upwind,
These axes are commonly used in wing-theory calculations.

Body-axes systems (see fig. 2 (b) ) are sometimes used in _
the caI&dations of the motion of an aircraft. ‘llesc calcula-
tions are commonly referrecIto as dynamic+tabiIity calcula-
tions. The origin of the axes for such calculations is usually
the center of gravity rather than tho leading edge of tho
root chord. Thus the expressions initially derived for the
derivatives should be correctecI for the. change in momellt-
centex location accompfmying the change in location of the
origin of the body axes.

A third system of axes known as the stability axes (fig. 2
(c) ) is often preferred for dynamic-stability calculations.
The basic dif%rence betweeu the orientations of a st.abiliLy-
axes system and a body-axes system is the locution of the
z axis. ln a stability-axes system the z axis is assumed to
lie along the intersection of the plane of symmetry and a
plane perpendicular to the plane of symmet-rywhich contaius
the free+tream velocity vector (or the velocity vector of the
center of gravity). Thus the stability axes, in gencnd,
correspond to the body axes rotated through an angle of
—a and, in order to transform expressions for stabiIity
derivatives that are applicable to a body-axes system to
expressions applicable to a stability-axes system, it is
necewq to correct for the angle of attack. lf the origi]w
of the body and stability axes we coincident, this correction
can be made by using the transformation formulas in refer-
ence 19. If the origins are not coincident, the correction
must aIso include the effects of the chordwiae distanw
between Me origins. Most of the reports used as sources
for the materiaI presented, references 1 through 17, provide
either formulas for both systems of axes or means for con-
verting from one s-ystem to the other. It is int.erestlingto
note that the definitions of the positive directions for the
velocities, forces, and moments of the wing conform to the
right haxid screw-rule for a set of bocly or stability axes.

For the cahmlation of the stability derivatives preseutwl
herein, the location of the ceuter of gravity was selected as
c,/2 for the rectangular, trapezoickd, and unswept hexagonal
W@S, (2/3) c, for the triangular wings, mnd (2/3) z for the
swept-back wings. The -vaIues of the derivatives pertain
to a stabilit.y-axe4system so locatd. For arbitrary locations
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of the center of gravity the derivatives that are affected by
changes in-the Iota.tion can be evaluated using the follotig
formulas:

(~r,)r=.,.=Clr –+ C,fl

DERIVATION’OF RESULTS

The derivation of theoretical results in-iolves both the
fornmkdion of expressions for the deri~athea and the cal-
culation of the numericaI values of the deriwdi~es for specific
plan forms and conditions. In some of the reports referenced,
the analytical espresaions for the derivatives were deri-red
and presented but no numerical results were included. In
other reports, both the analytical expressions and E few
numerical results were given. The following discussion
therefore, will be concerned with the general method of
analysis used in obtaining the analytical expressionsand the
way in which the numericaI results presented mere compiled.

GENERAL METHOD OF ANALYSIS

-~ stability derivative is an expression of the rate of change
of a force or moment with respect ta the motion producing it.
Once the shape of the object for -whicha stability derivative
is desired has been decided upon and its motion prescribed,
an analysis to determine the resulting force or moment can
be started. The fit step in the analysis is the formulation
of the boundary conditions and at this point an idealization
is usually made. For a wing of finite dimensions it is con-
venient to assume that the effects of wing thickness and of
the viscosity of the flow can be ignored or at least estimated
independently. On the basis of this assumption, the wing
and its flow fieId cm be represented by a thin pIa.teoperating
in an inviscid flow.- This idealization permits the Linearized
theory for compressible flow to be used for the analysis,
provided the angIe of attack of the wing is kept small.

The fit step in the caIctiation of the lateral-stability
deriva.ti-res for a wing, therefore, is the specification of
boundary conditions for a thinwing in sidesIip, rolI, or yaw.
This specification can be made readily for two of these three
la.tertdmotions. For instance, a wing in sidedip at a smalI
amgleof attack can be represented by a flat plate in the same
position and the plate can be simulated by use of a-uniform
distribution of the vertical perturbation ~ehcity over the
plan form. A rding wing can be represented by a twisted
thin plate and simulated by a linear spanwise wuiation of
the dovi-mvash perturbation velocity over the plan-form
area. This representation of the rding wing is an illustrat-
ion of the manner in which quasi-ateady flow conditions

can be substituted for conditions that are, in fact, unsteady.
%ch a substitution permits the use of a simple steady-state
analysis which yields results of sufhient accuracy for the
motions considered in stability theory if not for the more
rapid motions in-rol-md in flutter theory. ~ yawing
W@, however, cannot be suitably represented by a flat
or twisted thin plate in steady flow. In fact, no quasi-
steady flow conditions ha~e been developed at the present
time which would penqit the straightforward appIica-tion
of a steady-state anaIysis. Thus it appeara that the most
desirabIe procedure in the case of the yawing wing vrmdd
be to undertake the a.ntdysiaas a.probIem in unsteady flow.
Such analyses are quite compIex, hovrever, and have not as

z

.

.

z
(c)

FIQmE 2.—Tfxse systems ofsxes associated vifth ths dm!ormamt aud qwlkstfon o!
stsbI.Ifty ddrstires.
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yet been carried out extensively. Consequently, the results
presented herein for the derivatives due to yawing are
approximations based on strip theory. In the case of the
rectangular plan form of infinite span or the trapezoidal
plan form with raked-in supersonic tips, the validity of
these results has been confirmed by an unsteady-flow solu-
tion presented in reference 20.

Having specified the boundary conditions, the rwxt step
in the analysis is to apply the linearized theory for compres-
sible flow to the calculation of the pressure distributions.
The details of this step maybe found in a number of reports
dealing with supersonic wing theory. (See, for ~sample,
references 21, 22, “and 23.) Unfortunately, only pressures
acting normal to the surface of the flat plate are calculated
directIy from the application of the linearized theory, These
pressures are not a complete representation of the pressures
acting on a wing of finite thickness, and in order to obtain
a better representa.tion the theory of edge suction must be
appIiecI and the pressures acting on the edges of the. thin
plate determined. Then by using both the normal and
edge pressures, the moments and forces acting on the wing
can be determined for the motion prescribed and the stability
derivative can be cahmlated,

The foregoing general description of the method of ealcu-
lating stability derivatives for wings, using- the linearized
theory of compressible flow, is merely a brief summarization
of the procedure. For a more detafied description of the
steps involved, the reports referenced should be consulted.

LIMITATIONS Ol? BASIC THEORY

The idea.lizationof the flow field discussed above and the
resulting simplifications in the theoretical analysis are re-
flected as Imitations in the applicability of the results ob-
tained in this manner, An obvious limitation, for instante,
is that the results should be appkable only at the smalI
angles of attack to which the wing was restricted for the
amdysis. Comparisons of experimented and theoretical
results, however, have shown that this particular limitation
usually can be exceeded in practical applications without.
incurring excessive inac.euracy. The less obvious limitations
can be deduced from considerations of the effects of neglecting
thiclmeasand viscosity. For instance, t~e two basic reasons
for differences betweeu the experimental and theoretical
rewdts are: (1) the difference in pressure distributions caused
by neglecting the effects of thickness+camber, and viecnsity
in the calculations; and (2) the existence of a skin-friction
force mused by viscosity. In general, it does “not seem
likeIy that the pressure distributions due to thickness o“r
camber will vary appreciably with any of these IateraI mo-
tions. Consequently the Linearized-theory results should
not be greatly Iimited in appIic~tion due to the effects of
thickness or camber. Oh the other hand, the effect of vis-
c.osity on Lhepressure clistribut.ion,which is principally the
effect, of the boundary Iaycr, is of consequence. It is very
difficult, however, to determine the nature of the boundary-
layer flow and its effect on the pressure distribution in steady
straight flight and even more difficult in the case of flight
involving the Iateral mokions. Thus the contribution of the
pressure-distribution effects of viscosity to the values of the

Iaterakhbility deri-ratives is a rchtivdy unkmmw factor
and probably the greateat source of discrepancy bttwccn tlw
theoretical and actual values of the lateral derivatives. TIM
skin-friction force, which is also due to vismsity, wilI vary
appreciably with yawing veIocit,y but. not significantly with
rolIing Yelocity or sidesEp. The effects of this force can Iw
estimated and adcled to the linermized-theory value of (7..
to reduce t~e Iimit,ationsof applicability of this dcriva(.ive.
The contribution -of the skin-friction force to 01,, however, is
not-~ignficant since it is mainly a drag force and has only a
very small component in the direction that would produce n
rolling moment,

Another assumption which is inherent in the tmtilysis
applied is that the wing be completely rigid. Tho applica-
bility of the theoretical results obtained on tho bask of
complete rigidity is hrnited, of course, by the eflects of tho
deflection or distortion of the actuaI wing, Howcrer, onIy
W’@S tuat have exceptionally long and slender panel lcngtk
are subject to much distortion or deflection. Furihmmorc,
current studies of the effect of rwroelast.icityon stability
derivatives are directed toward the determination of (Icvia-
tions from rigid-body results and it can bo anticipated tlIuL
the possibility of mabg appropriate changes in. [IN’ wdues
of the derivatives given hwein may resulbfrom such analyses.

COMPILATION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS

The numericaI results presented were obtained direc.lIy

from the results tabulated in references 1 though 17 or wrro
calculated using expressions presented in thcsc reports.
Wherever possible, both the numerical nduee of the deriva-
tives and the expressionsfrom which they were obttiincd wore
checked against identical rcsults availablo from duplim tc
analyses. The pIotting ancl cross pIoLting of the result.sin
the construction of the figures presented tdso providwl au
effective check against errors.

Use was made of the reversibility theorcm (see rcfercncc
24) in the calculation and checking of the results for the
damping-in-roll derivative Clp. No evidenco or proof exists,
however, that woutd permit the reversabiliLy theorem LObe
applied to the calculation or checking of L@ rgsults for Lhc
other lateral derivatives.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

PRESENTATION OF IUISULTS

k mentioned previoudy, the plan forms covered in this
summary include a rectauguIar, two triangular, two trapezoi-
dal, a fully-tapered swept-back, a swepkback hexagomd, an
unswept hexagonal, and a notched trianguIar plan form.
Estimates of all the lateraI stability derivatives arc avaiIaW
for the fist six of these pIan forms. Only partiaIIy complete
results are available for the other pIan forms.

The vahes of the deri-rativespIotted against aspect ratio
and against kiach number parameter B me shown in figures
3 through 19. The results are grouped by derivatives rathcr
than by plan forms. The values of the damping in-roll
parameter BCIP for all the pIan forms surveyed are prcseutccl
in figures 3 and 4, which show tho variaLionof this derivative
with the aspect-ratio parameter BA. A similarpresentation,
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figure 7, vras used for the side-force deri~atire &r. The
other derivatives required separate pIots to show the aspec.t-
rat.io and 31ach number -radiations for each type of plan
form. In tabIe H, a convenient cross reference of the figure
numbers, phm forms, and derivatives is presented.

For these generaI rewdts, the aspect-ratio range investi-
gated extended from Oto 9 and values of the derivatives were
calculated for constant vaIues of 1?of 1,2, and 4. The 31ach
number parameter rmge investigated extendecl horn O to 4,
corresponding to llach numbers of I and 4.13, respectively,
and the der.katives were cakdated for aspect ratios of 2, 4,
and 6: llore extensive ranges and additional intermediate
values of these.variables could have been investigated, but
the complexity of the cahmla.tionsmade it impractical to do
so. It is feIt.,however, that included within these limits of
aspect ratio and X1ach number am most of the pIa.n forms
and speeds currently of interest-. Furthermore, by interpo-
lation and, in some instances, by careful extrapolation of the
resuhs presented, it is possible to obtain theoretical dues
of the derivatives for phm forms of the type co~ered, buttnot
specifically investigated, that should be ueefuI as pretinar-y
design estimates.

For the trapezoida.Iplan forms, the tip rake -wasselected to
correspond to an angle of sweep of approximatel~ 63°
(m= +0.5) and the aspect ratio was varied by &anging the
man. Supplementary plots showing the -wwiation of the
derivatives vrith tip rake for a.constant aspect ratio are pre-
sented in figures 20 through 28. For the fully-tapered swept-
back plan forms, the mdue of the ratio of the root chord to
over-all “Ienggh cJ1 ma set-at 0.5 and t-he,aspect ratio was
-iaried by chrmging the sweep of the leadh+g edge. Supple-
mentary plots -wereused in this case to she-wthe -mria.tionof
the derivatives with the ratio of root chord to the o~er-ali
length for a constant value of Ieading-edge sweep. These
-variationsrue presented in figures 29 through 37.

In figures 38 through 67 the variations with taper ratio
and with Ieading-edge slope of the derivatives a-miIabIe for
the swept-back and unswept hexagonal and the notched
triangular phm forms are presented.

ASPEOl!EATIO~~~ NACElWJMEBEWJWGESGOVZEED

In many instances, the results previousl~ described were
availabIe onIy within SDMIIportions of the ranges of aspect
ratio and Ifach number mentioned. The reasons for these
limitations are discussed in the follow-i% paragraphs of this
section.

For the IateraI motions of rolling and sidedip, the linem-
ized theory is directly applicable and the results a~aikble
are limited only by tie compIexi@- of the crdculationa in-
vohwd in determiniug the load distributions for certain phm
forms and certain conditions. For the yawing motions,
however, the difficulty in specifying quasi-steady boundary
conditions prechdes the direct appIica.tion of steady-state
linearized theory. ‘ Approximate soIutions based on strip
theory can be need, however, vrherewr suitabIe salutlons of
this type can be de~eloped. Rigorous unsteady-flow sohl-
tions would of course be preferable for the yawing deriva-
tives but only one such solution has been reported at this
time. Thus it is apparent-that the deri-rati~esdue to yawing

are neither as avafla.ble nor as generally applicable as the
derivatives due to rolling or sideslip.

The cause of the oalctdation compltities t-hat limit the
determination of the Ioad distribution to certain phm forms
and certain conditions is the-existence of regions on a -wing
which are affected by the interaction of flows past two or
more subsonic edges z lying within the lhch foreccnes of
points cankined within the region. Such regions exi& on
any wing haying interacting subsonic edges, thattis, on any ‘---
V@ having one subsonic edge lying tithin the region of
intluence of another- These regions aIso exist on a W@
having mutm@- interacting subsonic edges. The determina-
tion of the load distribution for such regions is extremely &- ‘—
cult using the basic integrd-equa t-ion methods (references .:
21 and 22) .deveIoped for supersonic wing theory. This is
eiipeciall~ true for the regions influenced by mutually inter- ‘-
Ewtingsubsonic edges. As a consequence, special cancella-
tion-of-load techniques have been used (references 11, 15,
and 18) to handle pIan forms having interacting or mutually -
interacting subsonic edges. The application of these c&ceI- —.—
Iation techniques, however, &maIIy in~olves rather Iengthy
caIctdations and, consequently, numericrd resuIts are avail-
able for only relatively fevr of t-he plan forms that require
such methods. Thus most of the results presented herein -”
are for pkn forms that do not have interacting subso”nic
edges.

The actual ranges of the aspect-ratio parameter for which
r&ndts are presented are given in table III. The Iimits of
these ranges are explained in the discussion thht follows. ~”

Eectmgukw plan form.—For values of BA less than 1 the- ‘---
Xfach Iiu& from the tip of the rectangular pIan form would
intersect the opposite edges and thereby change them from
noninteractiug to interacting subsonic edges. Thus a lower ‘“”
limit is set on the aspects~atio parameter &l for which
C%, C%, CYP, C&, C&, and ~~fl are presented. The deriva-
tives due to yawing, Ol;, C.,, and (7Y,,were calculated using
the analysis presented in reference 6. This analysis indi-
cated that reasonably accurate approximate dues of .

a (1—~
c~,j C.,, and CY, couId be obtained as a fraction ~-

of tie c%, C’%, ~d Cyp results. TILUSthe Iimitatione of
the aspect+atio parameter for Cl,, C.,, and Or, are the same
as those for 0%, CmP,and CY .

Trapezoidal plan form.-$he lower Iimits on the aspect-
ratio parameter for both types of trapezoidal phm form
(tips raked in and tips raked out.) are to pre~ent- the plan-
form tips from becoming interacting subsonic edges. If the _
plan form has supersonic tips, however, the lower lir& is
t-heaspect ratio foP which the trapezoid becomes a triangIe.

The derivatives due to yawing were obtained from the _

appIica-tionof the factor
a (1—F)

P de-doped for the rectangu-

lar plan form. The justification of this step is given in a
later section of the report wherein the sources and develop-
ment of the redts me discussed.

~In the termidogg that k become associated with .mperwm-e.flow aoaI@s, the twm
“subsmMoedge?’refers to &nedge swe~t behiudti Mach Iiu (became the component of flow -
normlto thefcdge issubsode)andthe term%uper90nIoedg#mfer5t08nedge swept
dmd Of(b Mnah line.
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Triangular plan form with apex forward.-There is no
aspect-ratio-parameter Imitation necessary for the deriva-
tives due to rolling or sidedip. The derivatives due to yaw-
ing, howevw, have been obtained ody for phm forms having
a l?A of 4 or lees because no soIution, approximate or other-
wise, has been developed for the yawing triangular wing
with supersonic leading edg-. -- :

Triangular plan form with base forward.—For values of
l?A less than 4, the edges of this plan form become mutually
interacting subsonic trailhg edges anclthe .rcflect@s of the
Mach Iinea estabhh an infinite number of regions which
would have to be 8naIyzed independently. This hit
applies to the derivatives due to sideshp and yawing and
would apply to the derivatives due to rolling if it were not
for the fact that the reversibility theorem (see reference 24)
permits these derivatives to be calculated for the same plan-
form range as obtained for the triangular plan forma with
apex forward.

The derivatives due to yawing were obtained by applying

&‘L—m deveIoped in the re@ngular-wing mmly-the factor ~2

Sk to the derivatives due to rolling. The justi&ation of
using this factor for a base-forward triangular plan form is
given in a later section of this report. Inasmuch as the

reversibility theorem does not apply to the derivatives due
to yawing, the lower limit for Bfi is 4 rather than zero.

Fully-tapered swept-back plan form.—The lower limit of

B.+ 4:( –c’)1 ~ Jis common to aIIthe derivatives in order to

assure that the trailing edge of this @n form does not
become subsonic. The upper limit of BA for the derivatives
due to sideslip and yawing, 4Z/c,, assures that the leading
edge will not become supersonic.. VaIues of the derivatives
cl,, c%, and CY , however, have been obtuined from

freferences 13 anc 16 for plan forms having supersonic
leading edges.

Swept-baok hexagonal plan form.—The plan forms con-
sidered tu fall in this classification have streamwise tips and
mnge from the constant-chord swept-back, A= 1, to the
swept-back plan form having a straight trailjng edge,
.4= 47n(I–X)/(l + k). The aspect-ratio parameter range
for this wing, given in tabIe 111, indicates that results are
presented for plan forms haviug ~ithw subsonic or supersonic
Iding edges ant{ having supersonic trailing edgw. AU.
added restriction provided by the limits on the aspect-ratio
parameter rangp is that the Mach lines from the leading
edges of the tips must not cross on the wing.

Unswept hexagonal plan form.—These plan forms have
streamwise tips and range from the swept back with a
straight trailing edge to the hexagonr+Iplan form having
fore-a.ncl-aft symmetry, which can be expressed as an. aspect
ratio range of

2m (1—k)<A<4m (1—N
(I+k) – – (l+A)

The results presented for the derivative due h rolling and
yawing are subject to the same aspect-ratio-parameter
limitations that were given for the derivatives due to robg
for the swept-back hexagonal plan form.

Notched triangular plan form.—Tbo drrivativcs duo M
rolling are presented for both subsonic and supmsonic
leading edges. It should be pointed out that for the &Jmp-
ing-in-roll derivmt,ivethe plan forms having subsonic leading
edges differ from those having supersonic leading edges
in that the traiIing edges of t.be former nlways lie along thr
Mach line from the traiIing end of the TOOLchord; whcrcns
the t.rail~~ edges of the latter are parallel w the Iwuling
edges. (See reference 2,) The derivatives due to sideslip
are presented only for the plan form having supersonic
leading dges,

SOURCE9 AND DEVZLOPhiENT OF RESULTS

The sources of the results for the lateral-stubility deriva-
tives of the various plan forms surveyed are listed in tabIc I.
h ,indication of the rigor which has been maintained in the
individual dcwelopments of these redts is given in the
following discussion. Sources of some of the results avnil-
able for plan forms other than those surveyed nre nlso
mentioned,

Derivative Cl,: TIN rolIing wing Iends ikdf to rmdily
specifiedboundary conditions and a rigorous application of the
linearized-theory analywis, The damping moment obtnined
varies linearly with the rolling velocity p and, accordingly
t.be expression obtained for the derivative CIPis usually u
relatively simple one. Furthermore, the numerical resulLs
are readily computed and can be presented in one figure
showing both the variation with Xiach number and MPW4
ratio. Consequently, there are more results available for
the damping-in-roll derivative than for any of thc other
lateraJ derivatives, particularly in regard to the number
of plan forms invatigated.

In addition to the results presented in this summary, more
exhnsive: damping-in-roll results are avrtiIablein the rrfcr-
enced reports for plan forma having arbitrary swtIep aml
taper. ln references 9 and 10, <Ip is determined for such
plan forms having subsonic leading cdgm and supersonic
trailing edges. In reference 13, these results are extended
to idude such plan forma having supmcmic Imding and
trailing edgw. The effect of subsonic trailing edges has
been investigated in references 11 and 15 using the cwmrlla-
tion-of-prmure technique, but the numerical results are
limited to one or two plan forms. Values of C’tpdeacribwl
as the upper limits for swept-back plan forms having sub.
sonic trailing edges we presented in reference 9. Theee vnl-
ues were obtained by extending the expressions developed
for C’l, beyond tbe limits of applicability for which tlwy were
derived. The damping-in-roll deri~a.t.ive for s-ivepL-lmrli
tapered wings having raked-in or cross-stream tips and sulJ-
sonic leading edges has been investigatecIanti the results tire
presented in reference 12. Thus, it is possible to calculate
the damping-in-roll derivative for a large uumbcr of plan
forms of arbitrary sweep, taper, and tip rake. In some
cases the numericaI vahws of the derivative have been ml-
culat ed and presented. In other cases the calculations must
be carried out, a step which involves rather lengthy calcula-
tions when the trsihng edges are subsonic and the cancelIti-
tion techniques must be used.

It should be mentioned, ,howcver, tbtit in many inshmces
values for the damping-in-roll derivative can be Mwmincd
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for plan forms and Mach angle configurations that vxndd
be extremely tedious if at all possibIe to calculate, by appli-
cation of the pIan form rewsibiIity theorem presented in
reference 24.

Derivative C%: The contribution of the normaI force to
this derivative is - aCl~ which can be ewduated froLu the
damping-in-roll reenbpretioudy discussed. The effects of
edge suction on this derivative are rdso readily calculated.
Thus it is possib~e to calculate C’==for the same eti:ensiye
range of phm forms for -whichit was possible to caIculate Cl .
The results actualIy avaiIabIe for C,p, however, cover ord$
the phm forms considered in this summary.

For the trapezoidal plan forms having raked+ut tips, the
expmmion for dm~a.ppIicableto the stability-ax= system has
not been published previously. For subsonic tips, and with
the center of gravity located at cJ2, the expression is,

and for supersonic tips the eqnwasion is

Q=*=– C3c,=

Derivative CY,: The derivative CY=esists onl~ when edge
suction forces me present. The results available for Cl-=
corer only the plan forms considered in this summary and
some swept-back tapered wings with streamwise tips having
either supersonic or subeonic leading edges. (See references
14 and 16, respectively.)

The e.xpressionefor CT, for the trapezoidal plan forms ha~-
ing raked-out or raked-m tips have not been published pre-
viously. For the subsonic raked+ut-tip plan forms the ex-
pression applicable to the stability axes system is

P’-4,+7%F)-96+*I

For the supersonic raked+mt-t.ip plan forms and for the
raked-in-tip phm forms there is no suction @cot and Crp is,
consequently, zero.

Derivative Cle: For wings in sideslip, the boundary con-

ditions are easily specified and the linearized-theoqr analysis
to obtain the normal force is easily carried out.. t“nfortu-

21WS7—5S--78

nateIy, however, the rolIing moment cannot be generally ._
e.xpreesedas a linear function of sideslip m@e. (See reference
5.) To obtain the derivative CJ~,therefore, it is necessary to
pIot Cl against the sideelip angle @ and to measure the slope
or, if the sideslip is restricted to -rery small angles (reference
4), it is possibIe to linearize the expression for c1 and obtain
an explicit expression for dz~. AIt,houghno derivati~es due to
sidesLipare presented for the unswept and svrept-back hexag-
omd plan forms, these deri-ratiws can be calculated for these
plan forms using references 21, 22, or 23, or if a cancellation
technique is needed, reference 18 gives a demonstration that
is directIy applicable to these cases.

It should be pointed out that for the trapezoidal pIan forms

—

,
with a tip elope m of +-$ t-he31ach cones and tips coincide at

13=2. DoubIe vaIues of the derivati~es due to sideslip,
Cl~, C.B, and CP~,occur at this ~alue of B and in order to
avoid any ambiguity the limiting values of the derivati~es
obtained b-y approaching B-2- from the lower dues of B
(tips subsonic) vmrelabeled B=2 (–) and the hmit&O values
of the derivati~es obtained by approaching from higher dUeS

of B (tips supersonic) were IabeIed 11=2- (+).
For plan forms having streamtie tips, such as rectangular

plan forms, t-hereis some doubt as to the -ndidity of the
results obtained by appIying the Kutta condition to the
- tip et d angIes of sideslip. In reference 6 it is
assumed that the Kutta condition does not apply, whereas in
reference 5 it is assumed that the Kutta condition applies to
t-he trailing tip at smaH angles of sidesLipas viel.1as Iarge.
This difference in basic asumptione Ieads to two entirely
diflerent values for C& :From physicaI considerations of

vihat the flow must be past.a sharp hailing edge, such as the
tip of a thin airfoil, the theoretical a.nal-ysisbased on the -
Iatter assumption is the correct one. From plq@caI con-
siderations of the flow about a -wing~p of tinite thickness,the
correctness of either assumption depends upon the ability
of the boundary Iayer on the tip to resist separation. If the
suction force caused by the high ~eIotity flow of. air from the .._
bottom surface to the top surface is stxong enough to cause ‘-–
the boundary layer to separate, then a flow corresponding to
the Kut ia condition will result and the edge suction force will .._
no Ionger exist.. The angle of sideslip at vvhichseparation of
the flow around the tip -iviIItake place is, at present, unde-
termined. It vi-illdepend on the angle of attack and on the
shape of the tip to a Iarge extent- It is definitely posSibIe,
however, for separation to occur on tips raked at a slight
angIe into the streiq such as the advancing tip of the rec-
t.anguhwW@ in sideslip, as weIl as on a traiIing tip. If this
were the case, the Kutta condition wouId have to be applied
to both tips at smaU angles of eideelip rather than to one or -”
neither as assumed in the preciously mentioned analyses.
Until experimental rwults are obtained that VCWprovide
definite quantitative evidence to the contrary, therefore, it
seems most reasonable to assume that the solution based on
the flow over a thin trailing edge is did. In other words, it
seems “most reasonable to assume that t-heKutta ‘condition
holds for all tra.ihg edgee and the edge suction exists on aI.I
Ieadiug edges no matter what the angle of inchoation is.—
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between the edge and the stream, Accordingly, the results
presented in this survey correspond to those reported in
reference 5.

Derivative C,P: The contribution of the edge suction
etlects to this derivative is easily estimated but the resulting
eqmssion for the yawing moment is nonlinear with sidedip.
The norrmd force contribution —a Cldis also nonlinear with
sidealip as described in the discussion of Clfl. Both of these
nonIinearities can be handled, however, in the manner
mentioned in that discussion

For the plan forms having streamwise tips the application
of the Kutta condition to the trailing tip at small angks of
sideslip cmtseaa jump in the yawing-moment curve at zero
sideslip. (See references 8 and 17.) This jump makes it
difEcuIt to estabLisha rational vaIue for C~pespecially iU
view of the facLthat in actuality the jump will, undoubtedly,
be rounded off and the curve w-illhave no discontinuity in
sIope at zero aidcdip. The value of the derivative selected
for the curve with the jump was based on the slope of the
yawing-moment curve as it approached zero sidedip. This
value is questionable in magnitude. It has the proper sign,
however, and should be an underestimation of the actuaI
value of C.~.

Derivative CYfl:Inasmuch as the edge-suction force is the

only source of side force for wing plan forms, the derivative
Cr6is zero (at zero sideslip) for plan forms having supersonic
raked-out tips or raked-in tips. For trapezoidal pIan forms
having subsonic tips, tbe expression for the side force is

The jcwp that appears- ‘in the yawing moment versus
sideslip curve at zero sideslip for plan forms having stream-
wise tips OCW.IL’S dso in the side force versus sidesIip curve.
The evaluation of the derivatives under these conditions
was handIed in the manner described in the discussion of Cnfl.

Derivative C+: i% mentioned in a precading section of
this report, the yawing wing cannot be fitted satisfactorily
to quasbteady boundary conditions that would permit the
use of an exact linearized-theory analysis based on a steady-
state flow. For rectangular and triangular wings, however,
modified strip-theory analyses have been appLied in refer-
ences 6 and 4, respectively, and approximate values for the
robg-moment-due-tc-yawing derivative have been obtained.
The analysis for the triangular -wingtake into account the
spanwise variation of speed but not the sptlrm%e variation
of IMach number. A chordwise variation of the efFective
sideslip angle for a yawing wing is also included in the
triangular-wing analysis. The contribution of this latter
factor is predominant for triangular wings of Iow aspect
ratio (that is, triangular winga having small vertex angles).
Both the spanwise variat.ioneof 31ach number and of speed
were taken into account in a somewhat similar analysis for
the re.ct.angula.rwing. From this Iatter.anidysk a factor of

a(l—lF)
F

was found to exist between the loading due to rolI-

ing and the loading due to yawing over the portion of h
rectangular wing where the flow was two dimensional, and
it was assumed that this factor could also be applied in the
vicinity .of the tips. An anaIysis of a rectangular wing of
infinite span based on unsteady flow, made in rcfmcnce 20,

a(l–w)
provided verification of the existence of the factor ------

.
for the region of two-dimensional flow. In view of this vcri-
fimtlio.n,it seems that the rectangular-wing values for CL
obtained from reference 6 should be a good approximation,
at least for plan forms having high aspect ratios. Further-

a(l—B)
more, application of the facto’r ~ to the rolling-

moment. results for a trapezoidal plan form having super-
sonic raked-in tips should provide exact theoretical vaiucs
for CL (using the unsteady-flow-analysis restdts as a norm)
because of the lack of tip effects. Inasmuch as any plan
form having re~atidy large regions of two-dimensional flow
Ahouldbe suited to this approximate analysis, it was decided
to use this factor to obtain approximate values of CL for the
trapezoidal plan forms, the base-forward triangular plan
form with supersonic tips, and the unswept. hexagonal phm
form. By this step, theoretical estimates of C4 vm.remade .
available for all but the apex-forward triangular plan form
with superscmic leading edgm, the base-forward triangular
plan form with subsonic trailing edges, the swept-bac]i hex-
agonal .plm form, and the notched triangular pian form.

Derivative C’
a(l —Bq

,,: Application of the factor -–~— to ilw

calculation of the edge-suction-force contribution to C,r
from the edge-suction force due to rolling will yield. an ad-
mittedly rougher approximation than the application of this
factor to the determination of the normal force due to yawing.
However, in view of the fact that it was the only method
available for estimating the edge-suction force in yawing,
it was used to obtain the Cm,results for all the plan forms
similarly analyzed for C’&.

a(l —m) ~Derivative C’r,: The application of the fuctor —@——

calculate Cl, and C.. from Cln and C*P, respcctively, for
certain plan forms was extended to the side-force calculat.ions
in order to obtain values for the derivative CY,. The apcx-
formard triangular plan form having subsonic leading odgcs
was ~xcept.ed inasmuch as the derivative Crr was available
from reference 4.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

VaIues of the Iateral-stability derivatives for wings at
supersonic speeds, calculated using the linearized thcory for
compressible flow, have been presented in the form of design
charts showing the variations of the derivatives with hfach
number and aspect ratio for nine plan forms. Tlm.c plan
forms were: (1) rectangular; (2) trapezoidal with rakccl-oul
tips; (3) trapezoidal with raked-in tips; (4) triangular with
apex forward: (5) triangular with base forward; (6) fuIly
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tapered swept-back; (7) swept-baok hexagonal; (8) unswept
hexagonal; and (9) notched triangdar.

Lirn@ions in the applicability and a-railabiliiy of the
Iateral-stabiIit.yderivatives are discussed.
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TABLE I.—REFERENCE NUMBERS OF THE SOURCES OF THE STABILITY—DERIVATIVE RESULTS SUM J1ARIZE13

. . . . ..—

Notched
triangular

2
------
------

6
8
(1)

------
------
----.-

,. .-.

‘riangula
with apex
forward

2,4
4
4

4, 5
4,8

.4
4
4
4

.,.

?riangukm
with base
forward

2,4
2,4

(1)

5
8.
(’)

$6
~6
16

.—

S& t
i

“7,9
7, 14, 16
7, 14, 16

5,7
7,8
.7

7
7
7“

Swephback
hexagonal

9, 10, 11, 13, 15
l% 16
14, 16

------------
------------
------------
-----------
------------
------------

. .

.—.

unswept
hexagonal

9, 10,11,13,15
14,16
14,16

------- —---
------- —--
----.-------

S6
96
26

m? zoi::Ir -
out tips -

2“
(’)
c)
5
8 ‘“
(1)

26
~6
~6

ka micla
rnt raked
in tips

2
2
(1)

5“
8

(’)
26
86
86

\

Plan
form

Deriv-
ative

:ectangnh

Clp

c

c;

CL*
c

c:

C[,
cc;

2, 6
6
6

5, 6
6,8

6
6
6
6

~Previously unpublished. : By extension.

-

Notched
triangular

3(3)

------

------

8(3)

lo(g),
11(g)

12(3),
13(3)

------

-.----

.-.-..-

TABLE H.-FIGURE NUMBERS FOR DERIVA!HVES AND PLANT FORMS ~

~ra~hida

raked-out
tips

Tra~hidal

raked-in
. tips

. .-

Rectan-
gular

3(8)

fi(a), 6(a)

7(a)

8(a), 9(a)

lo(a), ~l(a

12(8), 13(s

14(a), 15(8

16(a), 17(s

18(a), lil(t

--

\

Plan

Deriv-
form

ative
—.

Cip

c’ *P

Crp

cl#

C*

Cqg

Clr

c %

err

Triauf;lar ~

base
Swept back

forward
-

Swept-back
lmsagonal

Unswept
hcxagonaI

3(a) .. 3(a), 293(a), 4,20

6(b), 6(b),
21

7(a), 22

8(b), 9(b),
23

lo(b),
n(b),

12%),
13(b);
25

14(b),
lfi(b),
20

16(b),
17(b),
27

18(b),
19~j,
28

3(a), 4, 20
.

il(o),6(oj,21

7(a), 22

t?(c),9(o),2$

10(0),11(0),
24

12(0), K!(c)$
26.

14(0), 15(c),
26

16(0),17(0),
27

18(0),19(0),
“28

3(a)

5(d), 6(d)

7(a)

8(d), 9(d)

10(d), n(d)

12(d), la(d)

14(d) , 15(d)

16(d), 17(d)

18(d), 19(d)

3(b), 3(c), 3(d)
38, 41, 59,
56 .

5(K), 5(h), Xi)
6(3], n(h),
6(i), 39, 42
67, 60

7(b), 7(c), 40,
43, 58, 61

----------

----.-----

3(e), M, 3(f),
50, 62

5(e), 6(e) 6(f), 6(f), 30
.:

7(a) j 7(a), 31

5(j), (1(j), 5(k)
6(k), 45, 51,
63

7(d), 7(c), M,
52, 64

----------S(e), 9(e) 8(f), 9(f),
82

IO(e), n(e) lo(f), Ii(f),
33

12(e), 13(e) 12(f), 13(f),
34

14(e), 15(e) 14(f), 15(f),
36

----------

---------- ------.---

14(3), 15(3),
14(h), 16(h)
47, 53, 65

16(3), 17(3),
16(h), 17(h)
48, 54, 66

18(g), ltl(g),
18(h), 19(h)
4Q, 56,
67

----------

16(e), 17(e) 16(f), 17(f),
36

--------.-

18(e), 19(e)” ls(q, 19(f),
37

----------

.1 .—
1In oases where more than one ourve falls on a single line, the leaders identifying the ourves are mad to indicate the lower limit of each curve

with respeat to the variabIe plotted horizontally.
.-
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TABLE ILL-RANGES OF ASPECT-RATIO PARAMETER FOR WHICH DERIVATE13 ARE PRESENTED
—_

I

,:.

-.

.-

\

. PIan
form

Deriv- -
ative

Trapezoidal 1 yitb
raked+ut tips

Trapezoidal 1 with
raked-in tips

Triangular with
apex forward

(l+ Bm)’<BA< M
.--Xlo---_------_-
-_-_do-_---_------
----do------------
----do--------_---
_-__do__---------_

----do_-_-------_-
-_-”XIo-.------_---
_-_-do------------

(l~Bm)~<BA< ~

----do-.-_--------
_--_do--_---_-----

--_-do ------------
----do ------------
----do---_-_------
---_do---_--__--:-
--_-do--_-----__--
_---do------_-_---

l<BA<c=
---Jlo--------
----do---------
----do--------
----do----_---
____do --------
----do-_------
----do--_-----
---_do--------

O<BA<M

-_--do---------_--
---Xio------------
-_--do ------------
----do------------
---_do----_-------

0SBA54
__--do------------
----do---_--_--_--

O<BA<M
Do.
Do.

4<BA5 m
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

LLirnits given areforsubsonic tips (lBm[<l); forsupersonio tip (lBm[>l) thelirniti are [4Bm]”<BA<=.

.
“-

TABLE IIL—CONCLUDED

\

PIan
form

Deriv-
ative

Swept back ~Wotched biangular

4Bm “
(Bm+I)(l+X)sBA

4Bm(l–h)
‘(1–Bm)(l+A)

4Bnz(l-x)
‘(1–Bm)(I+x)

_----do ------------ -----do ----------- ___-_do-_--------- ---------------------------------------

--------------------------------------- .---__do_----------- -----do ----------- _____do -----------

4i

()

<BA <

Cr 2—5
1? “,(’-$(’-%)

------- -----------------------------

-----do_-----_---- Do.-_--,--------_----- ------------------

Do.-----do ----------- ------------------ ------------------

IBM

(Bm+l)(l+k)sBA
--_-_do----_-’---:__ ------------------ ---------------------------------------

-----do ------------

_----do --------------

--..--do_----------------------------

------------------

---------------------------------------

---------------------------------------_-___ do-----------

%These limits apply for subsonio kadingedgw, Bm<l, but forsupersorkl eading edges, Bm>l, the upper limit is changed to W.
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o 4 8 12 /6 mo _: 4 8 1P 16 PO
BA BA

(a) FiretSIXplanformeInvestigated. (d) Swept-beck hexegonal plan forrq A-O.& Ehn=U3A/4.

(b) Swept-beck hexagonal Pkm form; X4. (e) Unswept h.xagond plan form; k-O.5,

.. :;.-

...

.

(c) Swept-lmok hexagonal plan fORU X-O.& (f) Unswept hexagonal plan form; A-o.& Bm-M?AJ?.

FIOURX&.-Varfatfon of damping-imrvlI Wametermwith wed-ratio pwameter.
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.8

.6

&
~

.2

0 4 8 fz f6 Et7—
BA

FIQWEE3.-OoncIII&I. (g) Trfm@ar ad no- ~ rJkm forms.

BA/jBml

FIGUBE4—VarWon of dam@@JHoII parameter wfth rdnn-form wromek for how=oi~l
@n forms bring swwrsoizic CfRSM3m12L

.6

.4
c>
(z

.2

0
A

(a) Rectangular DIPJIhrro. “

(b) TraLwoidsI @ fomx m====

(c) Tmpe201doIPIM form;m--em.

FIGUEE 5.—Tarfntfon of yaw@-momentdn&r+roU Mvntim with amect ratfo.

—
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.4

.2

0

A

(d) lhfangnlar plan form Ap+.xforward.

(e) ‘Manguk pIan form. Basefm’wd.

(f) Swept-back PIan for% A-O&M.

RIGURE 6.—Centbmeds

.6

.4

.2

5&o

.2

.i

. 76

.6

c 4
A.
d

.2

0 3 8 9
A

(g) %rept.back haxagonnl plan form; A-1.ti m-O.6.

(h) Swept-back hexagonal plan focr@h-O.& m= O.&

(i) Swept-hack hexegonal pkkform; k-o.4 13m-W?.-U4.

(j) Unsweptbexngonal plsn form h-o.6; n!-6

FIOUE6 b.—Contfmmd.
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A
FIG- 5.-Conclnded. (k) Unmmpt hsegonel PIOJI fomq X-OS; Em-3BA@.

.8

.6

%.4

2

0

.4

..?

c1
so

+?

:4

%

o t 3 4
;-

(%)ReCt&n@iipl%nform.

(b) TrapezoIdalpIan fouq ?A-!M.

(c) ~ofdd plan from- m=+

FIGUEEO.-VorfMon of yawfug-ma~e$oII de&atfve with Mach nnrnber

,

.6

.4

B

(d) TrfOn@ar pktl fcmn. ALWXfmwurd.

(e) Triengnlar @n famz Bass fcmmrd.

(f) Swept-Ir30k plan fmq X-O: +0.6.

FIG- 6.-f3x&ne&

.

—
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.21 , ,, I I I
I i I I I I A.fi. I I I I I {

.8

.6

C.p ~
F’

.2

0 / 2 3 4
B

.8
J !11111 11111 Ill 1
NA-6

I I 1 I 1 1 1 1

I I I I I I 1 I i ‘hW1
+ .4

1
%1 I I I I I ,. L

1 I
I I

.2 — — — +H+FFp+
1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1

0 (j)l I
I I

.8

.6

~ .4

.2

P

o I 3

(g) &wept-hack hemgonel plan form; A=L& ro-O.&

(h) SweptJmck hexogond plan fore, X-O.& m=O.5.

(i) SWept&Wk hrmfcgod form; X-O.6, RiR-3B.4/4, .,
(J)u~wt bexwoti Plmrform; A-0.5; m.+

(k) Unswept hexagonal plen forrq X-O..5; Bm=.3B.4/Z.

Fmum&-Conciudal.

4

AERONAUTICS

1.0 \h \.1 1 1 ? I

h ‘
, . .--Triaqulor Rrn ~ ~ t--t–1, .

/ /. ----Tic@ezo&’.’ K . I

\
>/’,.’ \ i--ti++i. I

‘ ,,’(a) ..”
n.“

\ I 1

, I I-. t I
I I I 1

4.

3.

G*.

2.

/.

.?.0

% /.0
d

o ... 4- 8 /2 16 .&l?
BA

(a] Fhat &ixplan forms Inwetlgated. (%3 f~tnotc, table II.)

(3) Swept4nwlr hoxogcmalplan form.

(c) Swept-tack hemgomzl plan form; x.O.5. Bm.3B.4/4.

(d) U~swept hexe+onol plan fornq X=OA

FIGURE7.—Varledionof eide-foro+duetc-rolllng de$vatke with wpvet-ratfa ~amct(.r.
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t?.o

-% 1“0

o
EA

FruuEE i.–CdW. (e) Unswept fwrsgnnrd Pfan forrw X-OX Bm-8R4E.

ct.-—
a

.0[5

.010

.mq

o

*5

.aeo

.015

q.
.O1o

——
a

B

0

m

.005

cc, o-—
a

a15

.0(0

A

(a) Ilectengdar plan form.

(b) Trapezoidalplsn form; fn-o.5.

(c) TraPemfddPk fOrW ni=-()~.

(d) Trfan@Or Pk form. Apa M

FIGURE8.–VarMfon of rollfrw-mmment-due-to-sfderlfp dmtwitfw vdth aepwt mffo.

C[B
a

—.>
. .

. -. .—

a?!
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I , , I , I

,- -. -4 ~ .- ++?-1 i 74t 1 1— 1 1 f, r 1 I I I r , I
:IF-4-B:ZIII II II II II -1

.025

.020

ct.
.oi5

--
a

.0/0

.Cmi

0

0

ci#ZZ75
-—

a
.0[0

-47/50
3 6 9

A

(e) Trfsnguk Plsn fmzn. B= forward. ‘Gee footmte, table IL)

(f) Swept-back plsn fmq h-~ ~-O.6.

.- —

.-. —

(g) Notdledtrimguk planfom; m.%. .— ——
FIG- 8.—Cmrchded.

..
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I I I 1 I I I I I I I

.015
/ iV[

J .-A4

A=%+ 17 -i

(a) Redangular plan fcfrn.

(b) ‘lhapemidd pti form; mM0,5.

(o) TI’apeZoldalplan form in. -o.&

(d) ‘1’rfen@nr planform. APexforward.

FMURE 9.—Vark?Aien of rellhg-momentiu+to.ddesllp derivative with Mad
number parameter B.

.005

“caB
-z?- 0

.005

C;*.—
e

.a25

.027

.0/5

.010

.005

0

0

%CU5

au-~ 70/0

7015

:0200
I 2 3 .4

B

(e) TrIanguhr plen form. Bew fcmrard. (We footnote, taMo H.

(f) Swept-back plan form; X-o; ~-O.&

(g) Notched trfangukw Phl form.

FIWRE 9.–Cpncluded.

\
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.02

+#

m

1“

0
B=4 ;. I 1~

.02

c
*O

.02

A .

(a) Rectangdor plan f.

(b) TraP6zoIdaI PIan fornq m-O.6.

(c) Trapezoidal plan form; m=-o.5.

(d) T~ Ph fmn. Apexforward.

FIGmLE 10—T’arfation of yawing-mo&tiw-t@skkdfp dfi-fvatha wfth a.speot

—

..._.

.-

. [2

. [0

.0S

+.06

.04

.02

-o

A

(e) TManguk phn form Bastfcrward. (Sea footnote, table IT.)

(f) Swept-backpkin forrzuA.G ‘~o.if.

(g) Notched trii phlf~~ m-312

FIWJEE lo.–Cfondnded.
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a

.04

~ .02

0

:02

0

c,,
+2

~
-.04

708

.m I 11 I I I n I I I I I I Jvl

(a) Reamngular @.n form.

(b) TmpemIdaI PIODform; m-O.S.

(c) Trapezoidal plan form m==-0,6.

(d) l’rfsngnlar plon form. Apes forward.

FIGURE 11—VarMon of yawfng-moment-due-tc+ddeslfp derh%tive wfth Mmh
number parameter l?.

.—

.

.02

c., o
~

702

.12

.10

.08

-.08
.

.04

.OP

o

(e) bf.mrgular plan form. Base forward. (8w footnote, tablo IL)

(f) Swept-back plan for~ A=u ~-O.6.

(g) Notohed trfrmguhr planform.
FICWBE11.—Condude5.

.—

—
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“o
[ ----- -B=2(+], 4 1 1

1! .I t I _~# ,

o 3 6 9
‘A

(a) Beetan@M pbti

(b) ‘rrap?zofdal pkin hmq nJ-ct.5.

(c) TrapezoidalPb forrcqmI=-O.&

(dl Trfongdar Plan fcmm. Apes fo”rward. (&e fOOtUOte,tiIe IL)

~FIGHUZW.—Tariatfonofsfd+mce-dne-tmkklfp derfmtfre wfth MPM IUHO.

—

.02
%

&

o 3 6 9
A

(e) Tdnn@ac PlaQ form. Base fmrurd. (SW footnote, tabh IL)

(0 Swt-bwk PIan forrw k-o$=u

(g) XTotihed -hmngahm planfmnq m-3j2

FIG- lZ-Conelnded.

—-

. .
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o

-.02

:04

~

-X%5

+78

,10

0

.02

+$a

706

708

-10

B

(al Rertenguler firm form.
(h) Trepczo!de.1plenform m=O.5.

(c) Trapomidel PII?JIform; m--O.5. (Su? fwtnote, teble H.)

(d) TIfer@er plen form. Apes forwxd. (Sea footnote, teble II.)

‘[GUM l&—V8rfetion 04 s[de-form-da-to.sidmllp derivathe with Maoh numbrr
perwneter l?.

—

--*-.

B
(e) TrfeI@er pfan form. %se forward, (See fwmnote, table H.] ,

(t) Swept.+nck plsn forrrGX+$-O.&

(g) NotehMf MenguLer Plen form.

FIGUEE18,—Corrduded.
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.4

0

..4

0

.4

0
.?4

2.0

I.e

.%
~ 12

.8

.4

0 3 8 9
A

(u) Rec~gular phmform

(b) ‘f?rapemtdalphri km; m-O.6.

(c) ‘hapezoidrd pfnn fomq m--O.5.

(d) TrianEI&w plan form. Apex ~

FIGUEEM.–TarfLtiin d roflhrg-mommtdmto-md derirti~~ * = ~r~.

cl,
.4

7
0

—- ~--
. ----

.-

$%4
+V I

v“
E-z B-1

1,

C:r .
a

u

c1.
.4 -

0 3 5’ 9
A

(e) Trkmgdor phm form Base forward.

(0 Swept-back pfsri fornv X=ti ~-O.5.

@ Unswept hemgona :PIM fornv X-O* m-5i

(h) Ihrswept he.xsgod plan fornu X.=os Wn=-8BA/Z

FIGrEE. lL-ConeIndd
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2,0

/.6

~
1.2

d
.8

.4

0 I 3 4
;

(a) R&tw@ar plml form.

(b) lhapemfdal plan for~ m-O.6.

(a) Trapezoidal plan forrq m. -0.5.

(d) lMmr@ar plan form. Apex forward.

FIOW 15.-Variatfon of rollfng-momentdtwto-yuwfng dorivatlve wkh Mach
number parameter B.

11111111111
A I EEEiTEl

~ q I , , 1 w! ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 I 1

IA+6+ Ia I , I , 1 1
fd! I I :A

1 1 1
H--H-HI

-+-l ‘“’7’ I I I
I

I I I I ‘ ‘~
1.2

Clr
i?

-7
.4

0

.4

Q

-.4

&
.8

&
-!.2

-/.6

-2.0

-2.4

.4

u

-.4

*
~

d
-f..?

-1.6

-20

-2.4
0 I 3

s
4

(e) Triangular plan fornL B= forward. (See footnote, tnMe H.)

(f) Swept-back plan form; X-O; ~=0.5.

(g) Unswept hexagonal plan fw~ k-fL5; m.6.

(h) Unswept haxagonal pkm form; k.o~ 13m.31Mj2.

FIQUEEl&-Ckmdnded.

.-
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CALCTIIATED FOR WTXG PI&N FORMS IN SUPERONIC FLOWS 1235 ..

f

u

2’0

J8

/2

8

4

0 3 6 9.
A

(a)BecaU@Wplan ferm.

(b) ‘TI’aWoidal Pkm fornq ?A3.5.

(c) Trapezoidal IIlsn forq m--6.K.

(d) Tr@@8r Ph3r.tfmlm AEfmwerd_ .

FIGUEEl&-\-eriation of domph@n.~w derfmffve with e.speet ratio.

-- -—

24

20

/8

+2

8

4

0
-.

/

- c.=
-~ o

-f

A

(e) Trimgok plan form. Bese fcmvmd.

(f) swept-backplan fenw bu +0.!3

(g) UnewepthemgondP18nfwq k=o.6;m-i%

(h) Unwept hemgendPJan- x=o.%BIZJ-MW2.

Fmum 16.—Oonolnded.
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-1

~-2

-3?

-4

-5

2
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0

-f

-2

/

o

-1
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-3
.

-4

B

, I 1 1

/ +
A=4- -1 A:2-. ,

/
17- –

I I

_, (c)l 1 1-1
, , r 1 1. I 1 I 1 I I

i

J

o

+ -1

-2

-3

(R) ReCtEngUkplan fcfm.

(b) TI%Pemldrdplan fq m.o.6.

(c) Tmperoldal plan form; m- -0.5.

(d) Trkm@ar Plt3u form. AIM forward.

Figure 17,—Varfathm of dampkg-in-yaw derivative with Mach number
pararrrewr B. FIOtIEE17.-ConcluderL

B

(e) TrhguIar plan form. Base hrwurd. (Mo fwtnot% table II.)

(f) Srrep&back pleJI form X-O; ~.o.fi.

(g) Umweptkegond Plan fomq i-o.b m-5.

~) Unwept hexagonalplan frwm; X.O.S; ~.ftwr.
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r

0

G’.
7 -f

-2

-3

f

o

I

o

c1 3 6’ 9
A

(a) Rechulgnk pIaOfrom.

(b) TrOwZofdalplm fOmum-o.1$- (SKIfootnote, takdo IL) .

(o) ‘1’rapezoidalplon torw m=-o.li (See foob.mte, table IL)

(d) TliWl@Wptiti AEf0m8rd.

FIQUEE ls—Vacf8tfonotside-fme-dwtc-yowkgkh’oi.he with_ tie.

Cyr

de

L-Y.
~

. .
.—

, , , I , r , , , ,

J’~y , I k
I I

1
I

4

3

2

f

o

-1

-2

0

~ _[

-20
3 6 9’

A
M ~ Pb?nfwm. Baw forwar& (See footnote, table II.)

(f) swept-backIlk m- M=&;=.0.5.
@ mlswepthemgonafpkln fm X-O* m-5.

(h) Gnswept hexogcmd plon fornq X=O.5@m=8R4(2.

~G~ I.S.<-lltkd.

—
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-t ‘-’ ‘ I I 1 I t I I t 1 I I 1 I I I ! t r

5

4

3

CY,
2

31

0

-f

-20 I 2 3 4“
B

(a) Rectangular planform.

(h) Trwezddrd Pkl fmmr;iR-o.5.

(c) TraPwo!dal ph?.11fw~ WI--US. (We foobote, table IL)

(d) Trfan@ar plan form. Apex forward.

FIIXJEE19.—Variation of dde-m=lo;~~lug derivative with hfach number
.
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CY*
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I
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- /0
I 3 4

i

(e) Trkmgular plan form. Brist forward. (@esfootnote, table ~).
(f) Swept-back plan fornl L-O;~=06.

(g) Unswept hexagonnlplan form; A.o.& m-h

FIGURE19.—ConUnued,
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FIGURE19.–Concluded. (h) Tinswept hemgrmd plan form; X-O& Bm=3BW
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FIGUEE 2J.-VtitiOn of &Ip&-hl-Mt)d&W with tip dO@3fOCtM~f&f pti
;.
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-!.6 - 78 0 .8 L6

m

Fomm 21.-V~on @mvfug-moment.dueto-roIIderIvatIvewithtipdopsfor~pezddel
phln forms; .4=6.

m.

FIIXBE Z!l-yorhtfon of sfde-forst+dne-to-rdhgder@ffve wfth tip Sk@?fortWKZOidSl
plan forms; -4=6.

.

.0!

.005

+4 o

.005

-.o~16
,. 78 0 .8

~~:.
-—

m

FIGLTtZ 23.-Verfation Of roIlfn&mommt~trAdesUp derixotb wfth tip ebpe for tMPS-
zofdal @9n formq A-6.

m

FIGCBEZL—VmfatiOJI o[”&Ing+rmrimtdu+t&sidWpderivative wfth tip dope for trspe-
sd@l RInn forms; A-U.

‘i I8 , , , 1 ,1

I I 1 I I I I I II 1 I VI ? 1

-.ofL6
78 0 .8 I.(3

m

FIGIXS 25.-Te.rfstka of WMwe4ne tWdesII derivative vdth tip sIope for trapezoidal
rdanforms;A-6. @s!%otnotq &bIe H.)
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m

W-N-RE m-variation of rolIlng-mornentdur-t@yawlng derivative with tip S1OR?for traP6-
soldel nlan forms: A-O.

m

kkrEE 27.-17WfdOn Of d8m@&bl-~E$~~&fr ‘dtb tip S1OW fOr @WOfdd P]SII

I

Cyr
~u

-/
+.6 -.8 0 .8 16

m

W URE Z8.-Variatfon of sfde-form-due-t&yawfng derivatf~e with tfpSfmefor trwese[d~
Plan for~s; A+..

A

-c%.

CJ1

FtOt%E W-Varfatkm ofdampfng-fn-rfdl derlvotivc WIUIIiitlo OfWf chord tOOVWidlk@
of S_wept-backplan form; rA-O.5.

A
&,o 3.5 3.0 25 20

1.1 Ill I
I I I .
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?4 / -
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1 1 I ihtl>~
765 I , , , , 1 , 1 1 1

.6 .7 .8 .9 Lo
CJ1

FIGCEEW.–Var1atlon of yawhrg-momenrdue-teroll derirattre wltb ruflo of motoherd to
over-e.ttlength of swept-baok plan form; rn-O.6.
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C,fz

FIGUEE 31.—V8rlatfon of side-force-due-to-roUdertvut[vc with ratio of mot chord to over.nll
length of swept-bock I}Inn[mm: m-OJ.
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~OLTtE az-verfation of roll
9

-momcnt~ue-to-sideslfp dcri vat iw NIth m![Oof mot ehord
to orwell ength of swwpt-hwk plan form; m-0.6.
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FIOGRE88.—Vmfathxi of j%!vti-mmentdueto~id~ lipder[vat[ve with mtlo of ruot chord
to over-oil length of swept-back fJlan kmn; m= 0.5.
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FIGFBE #.—Vwbtion of atde-forerj-due.t~afdeell derivative wtth rntIo of root cbmd to
fovwalI length of sw~pt-bac plan form; m-0.5.
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FIGUEE36.-IkirMcm of dam g-fn-yawderilatke wfth mtfo of mrJ chord to orer-dl
~&f=eDt-k@kWfOIYII;m=O-5.
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FIGcrur ?,7.-Varfatfon of side-forti~to-yrmfng derfvaffve with ratfo of rwt chord to
OWX~ length of swept-bock pkUl form; m.-O.5.
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IWurtrr 46.-Vrwiatkm of efdefor@.drWo-roll derivative with, tnper ratio for swept-back
lre~?gmmfpfan form. BiE=BA(I+l)/4(1– A);B.i -4.
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FIGURE 44,-Varfatirm of dfirriping.in.tip ~Wf~I with tapsr ratio for oxkwvepthe~onal
r.
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FIGURE 4S.–VWM[OII of yawing.moment-duc~rrdl dcrimtlre with taper rat[o for rmswept
hoxaqonal plan form; A-6; m-&
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FIGCRE46.—Vmfation of side-formdue-t~mll derivative with tnpa xntfo for unmept hex-
MOrrol plan form.
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FIGURE 48.~Varlntlon of darrrplnpin-yaw derfvntIve wllh te~wrm[io for Im.swept hrsxgoml
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FIIICXtE 4L-Vorlat[on of sldsfotine-to-ynwing derfvafivc w[th tupor ratio fot unsWj,t
hmrrgonaI plan form; A-u m=S.
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FNNIEE50.-Vtition of dmxr in -fn-rrdl p.wameter with twwr ratio for unmrvpt twwgonni
plm?orrn Bnt-B.4(l+W2(i-A).
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Fmvmr 61.—Vari8tionofy8wfng-moment-3ue@roll derivative with taper mtio for unswept
hexagonal plea form;f3-2; Brs-lL4(l+A)/2( 1-X).
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FIWEE&?.-Vsrfstfon of side-force-duetmroll derfvattre wfth taper mtfo for nnswrpt
Mxa-gond gfmr form: Bm-BMI+A)l!Kl-A).
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FIflIXaE 63.-WwfMon M rolf@-momm&dn&t@yaWinx deri=tive with *@r mtfo for
unwept hexagonel pIam fonw B.=.% Bm-B-4(I+MZl-K)..
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FIGmE 64.-T_arfntfon of dampfng-hxiaw derfmffti wfth taper ratio for unamept hemgomfl
PIEIIform; B-z Bm-E4(I+Xl/Z(I-kl.
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FIIWEE E5.-Varfat1on M sfde—ke+dn+t *rowing derfvatfw wfth taper mtio for unswept
hesagorml ph,n form; B-% Brn-BA(I+h))2(I- A).
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FIG- &g.-VruW[on of daropfng-tn-mll parameter wfth leadfng-edge slo~e fbr swept.back
@onel I-kn form; X=1: B-z.
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FIGmLE 5i.—Varfatfon of >~wfng+no~t-dmbdl W*YE mhh Iedhw@3% SbIW for
swept-back hexagonal plan fornq h-l; B=?.
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FIG= ~.—’i%rfatfen of sf&tioAne-tmmfl derfvatf~e.wtth leadlng+dge dope for suept-
hnek hemgond @m form; k-l; B-2
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59.-Vmristion of darnplng-in+oUwemeter with kdlng-edge elope kr swePfAaek bsemm+l Plan form; A-O.* .4=6.
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FIGURE tkk-vdethm of yawfng-moment-due-ta+oll der[vatlve with Ieading-exlgeElopefor ewept-tack hexagonal PlaII form; h-as:.4 -6.
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F~GUEB61.—Varf8tfonof ald~forcedue-t.a+dl dwfvatfve with Ieadfng-edgedope for swept-back hexagcmelplan form; i-O.& A=6.
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FIGUF.E 6Z-lWfOt&U Of &MPEug-fu-rdl PSIIUWter wfth k8df0g+dgs sIope fOr IMSW13pt
hese#neI plan forw X-O 6; A=6.
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Fmo_rtEt?3.-Vrmfatfon of yawing-moment-duets-roll derivative wfth Ieadfng edge slope for
me.mept hesogonaI plrm form; k-O.5; A =6.
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FrouEE @&-Vdstimi of efde—fomMu+tc-rrdf derfvstfve wfth taper ratio for unswept
hexogrmd PM form; h-O.S JI=6-
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FICUBE@4i.-Varf8Urmof roEtn&mmne~to-yrmfng dcrfwtfve with lesding.edge slope
for unswepthexrigoti pkm form; L=O~ .4=0.
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3?IOUB.EM.—Varfatfonof dampfng-h-ywmderfvaffve with kdiug+dge sIope for onswept
hemgonslplon form A-O.6; A=&
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